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Abstract: Middleware Interest-Groups Efficient file query is important to the over all performance of 
peer-to-peer (P2P) file passing system. However, few current works are able to cluster peers based on 
both peer interest and physical proximity. Although structured P2Ps provide higher file query efficiency 
than structured P2Ps, it is difficult to realize it due to their file strictly defined topologies. First, of files 
that are frequently requested by a group of physically close nodesin their location. It builds an overlay for 
each group that connects lower capacity to higher capacity nodes for distributed file passing while 
avoiding node overload and performance. Increases file sharing without any restrictions, and information 
passing using bloom filter. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Distributed computing is a field of computer 
science that studies distributed systems. A 
distributed system is a software system in which 
components located on networked computers 
communicate and coordinate their actions by 
passing messages. The components interact with 
each other in order to achieve a common goal. 
There are many alternatives for the message 
passing mechanism, including RPC-like connectors 
and message queues. Three significant 
characteristics of distributed systems are: 
concurrency of components, lack of a global clock, 
and independent failure of components. An 
important goal and challenge of distributed systems 
is location transparency. Examples of distributed 
systems vary from SOA-based systems to 
massively multiplayer online games to peer-to-peer 
applications. 
A computer program that runs in a distributed 
system is called a distributed program, and 
distributed programming is the process of writing 
such programs. 
Distributed computing also refers to the use of 
distributed systems to solve computational 
problems. In distributed computing, a problem is 
divided into many tasks, each of which is solved by 
one or more computers, which communicate with 
each other by message passing. 
The word distributed in terms such as "distributed 
system", "distributed programming", and 
"distributed algorithm" originally referred to 
computer networks where individual computers 
were physically distributed within some 
geographical area. The terms are nowadays used in 
a much wider sense, even referring to autonomous 
processes that run on the same physical computer 
and interact with each other by message passing. 
While there is no single definition of a distributed 
system, the following defining properties are 
commonly used: 
 There are several autonomous 
computational entities, each of which has 
its own local memory. 
 The entities communicate with each other 
by message passing. 
In this article, the computational entities are called 
computers or nodes. 
A distributed system may have a common goal, 
such as solving a large computational problem.
]
 
Alternatively, each computer may have its own 
user with individual needs, and the purpose of the 
distributed system is to coordinate the use of shared 
resources or provide communication services to the 
users. 
Other typical properties of distributed systems 
include the following: 
 The system has to tolerate failures in 
individual computers. 
 The structure of the system (network 
topology, network latency, number of 
computers) is not known in advance, the 
system may consist of different kinds of 
computers and network links, and the 
system may change during the execution 
of a distributed program. 
 Each computer has only a limited, 
incomplete view of the system. Each 
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computer may know only one part of the 
input. 
Distributed systems are groups of networked 
computers, which have the same goal for their 
work. The terms "concurrent computing", "parallel 
computing", and "distributed computing" have a lot 
of overlap, and no clear distinction exists between 
them. The same system may be characterised both 
as "parallel" and "distributed"; the processors in a 
typical distributed system run concurrently in 
parallel. Parallel computing may be seen as a 
particular tightly coupled form of distributed 
computing, and distributed computing may be seen 
as a loosely coupled form of parallel computing. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to roughly classify 
concurrent systems as "parallel" or "distributed" 
using the following criteria: 
 In parallel computing, all processors may 
have access to a shared memory to exchange 
information between processors. 
 In distributed computing, each processor has 
its own private memory (distributed memory). 
Information is exchanged by passing 
messages between the processors. 
 
The figure on the right illustrates the difference 
between distributed and parallel systems. Figure (a) 
is a schematic view of a typical distributed system; 
as usual, the system is represented as a network 
topology in which each node is a computer and 
each line connecting the nodes is a communication 
link. Figure (b) shows the same distributed system 
in more detail: each computer has its own local 
memory, and information can be exchanged only 
by passing messages from one node to another by 
using the available communication links. Figure (c) 
shows a parallel system in which each processor 
has a direct access to a shared memory. 
The situation is further complicated by the 
traditional uses of the terms parallel and distributed 
algorithm that do not quite match the above 
definitions of parallel and distributed systems; see 
the section Theoretical foundations below for more 
detailed discussion. Nevertheless, as a rule of 
thumb, high-performance parallel computation in a 
shared-memory multiprocessor uses parallel 
algorithms while the coordination of a large-scale 
distributed system uses distributed algorithms. 
II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 A key criterion to judge a P2P file sharing 
system is its file location efficiency. To 
improve this efficiency, numerous methods 
have been proposed. One method uses a super 
peer topology which consists of supernodes 
with fast connections and regular nodes with 
slower connections. A supernode connects 
with other supernodes and some regular 
nodes, and a regular node connects with a 
supernode. In this super-peer topology, the 
nodes at the center of the network are faster 
and therefore produce a more reliable and 
stable backbone. This allows more messages 
to be routed than a slower backbone and, 
therefore, allows greater scalability. Super-
peer networks occupy the middle-ground 
between centralized and entirely symmetric 
P2P networks, and have the potential to 
combine the benefits of both centralized and 
distributed searches. 
 Another class of methods to improve file 
location efficiency is through a proximity-
aware structure. 
 The third class of methods to improve file 
location efficiency is to cluster nodes with 
similar interests which reduce the file location 
latency. 
Disadvantages Of Existing System 
 Although numerous proximity-based and 
interest-based super-peer topologies have 
been proposed with different features, few 
methods are able to cluster peers according to 
both proximity and interest.  
 In addition, most of these methods are on 
unstructured P2P systems that have no strict 
policy for topology construction.  
 They cannot be directly applied to general 
DHTs in spite of their higher file location 
efficiency. 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 This paper presents a proximity-aware and 
interest-clustered P2P file sharing System 
(PAIS) on a structured P2P system. It forms 
physically-close nodes into a cluster and 
further groups physically-close and common-
interest nodes into a sub-cluster. It also places 
files with the same interests together and 
make them accessible through the DHT 
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Lookup() routing function. More importantly, 
it keeps all advantages of DHTs over 
unstructured P2Ps. Relying on DHT lookup 
policy rather than broadcasting, the PAIS 
construction consumes much less cost in 
mapping nodes to clusters and mapping 
clusters to interest sub-clusters. PAIS uses an 
intelligent file replication algorithm to further 
enhance file lookup efficiency.  
 It creates replicas of files that are frequently 
requested by a group of physically close 
nodes in their location. Moreover, PAIS 
enhances the intra sub-cluster file searching 
through several approaches 
 First, it further classifies the interest of a sub-
cluster to a number of sub-interests, and 
clusters common-sub-interest nodes into a 
group for file sharing.  
 Second, PAIS builds an overlay for each 
group that connects lower capacity nodes to 
higher capacity nodes for distributed file 
querying while avoiding node overload.  
 Third, to reduce file searching delay, PAIS 
uses proactive file information collection so 
that a file requester can know if its requested 
file is in its nearby nodes.  
 Fourth, to reduce the overhead of the file 
information collection, PAIS uses bloom filter 
based file information collection and 
corresponding distributed file searching.  
 Fifth, to improve the file sharing efficiency, 
PAIS ranks the bloom filter results in order. 
Sixth, considering that a recently visited file 
tends to be visited again, the bloom filter 
based approach is enhanced by only checking 
the newly added bloom filter information to 
reduce file searching delay. 
  Advantages Of Proposed System 
 The techniques proposed in this paper can 
benefit many current applications such as 
content delivery networks, P2P video-on-
demand systems, and data sharing in online 
social networks. 
 We introduce the detailed design of PAIS. It 
is suitable for a file sharing system where files 
can be classified to a number of interests and 
each interest can be classified to a number of 
sub-interests. 
 It groups peers based on both interest and 
proximity by taking advantage of a 
hierarchical structure of a structured P2P.  
 PAIS uses an intelligent file replication 
algorithm that replicates a file frequently 
requested by physically close nodes near their 
physical location to enhance the file lookup 
efficiency.  
 PAIS enhances the file searching efficiency 
among the proximity-close and common 
interest nodes through a number of 
approaches. 
IV. TESTING METHODS 
The box approach 
Software testing methods are traditionally 
divided into white- and black-box testing. These 
two approaches are used to describe the point of 
view that a test engineer takes when designing test 
cases. 
White box testing 
White box testing is when the tester has access to 
the internal data structures and algorithms 
including the code that implement these. 
Types of white box testing 
The following types of white box testing exist: 
 API testing (application programming 
interface) - testing of the application using 
public and private APIs 
 Code coverage - creating tests to satisfy some 
criteria of code coverage (e.g., the test 
designer can create tests to cause all 
statements in the program to be executed at 
least once) 
 Fault injection methods - improving the 
coverage of a test by introducing faults to test 
code paths 
 Mutation testing methods 
 Static testing - White box testing includes all 
static testing 
Test coverage 
White box testing methods can also be used to 
evaluate the completeness of a test suite that was 
created with black box testing methods. This 
allows the software team to examine parts of a 
system that are rarely tested and ensures that the 
most important function points have been tested.  
Two common forms of code coverage are: 
 Function coverage, which reports on functions 
executed 
 Statement coverage, which reports on the 
number of lines executed to complete the test 
Black box testing 
Black box testing treats the software as a "black 
box"—without any knowledge of internal 
implementation. Black box testing methods 
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include: equivalence partitioning, boundary value 
analysis, all-pairs testing, fuzz testing, model-based 
testing, traceability matrix, exploratory testing and 
specification-based testing. 
Specification-based testing: Specification-based 
testing aims to test the functionality of software 
according to the applicable requirements. Thus, the 
tester inputs data into, and only sees the output 
from, the test object. This level of testing usually 
requires thorough test cases to be provided to the 
tester, who then can simply verify that for a given 
input, the output value (or behaviour), either "is" or 
"is not" the same as the expected value specified in 
the test case. 
Specification-based testing is necessary, but it is 
insufficient to guard against certain risks. 
Advantages and disadvantages: The black box 
tester has no "bonds" with the code, and a tester's 
perception is very simple: a code must have bugs. 
Using the principle, "Ask and you shall receive," 
black box testers find bugs where programmers do 
not. But, on the other hand, black box testing has 
been said to be "like a walk in a dark labyrinth 
without a flashlight," because the tester doesn't 
know how the software being tested was actually 
constructed. As a result, there are situations when 
(1) a tester writes many test cases to check 
something that could have been tested by only one 
test case, and/or (2) some parts of the back-end are 
not tested at all. Therefore, black box testing has 
the advantage of "an unaffiliated opinion," on the 
one hand, and the disadvantage of "blind 
exploring," on the other.  
V. TEST CASES 
 
Test case for sender login 
Test case 1 Valid login node 
Description By entering  valid login 
details 
Expected Output It will allow to next 
process. 
Actual Output It will show next screen. 
After sender login with valid details it will goes to 
the next screen. 
              
 
Test case for sending the message 
Test case 2 Valid message transmission  
Description By entering valid messages 
Expected Output It will allow to next process 
Actual Output It will show keys. 
Message is transmitted by the sender by generating 
the keys.    
 
Test case for invalid key generation 
Test case 3 Invalid public key 
generation 
Description P and Q must be prime 
numbers to generate 
key 
Expected Output It will not allow to 
compute key 
Actual Output It will show error 
message 
 
If p and q values will not give prime numbers, the 
key will not generate and it will show the error 
message 
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Test case for valid key generation 
Test case 4 valid public key 
generation 
Description Public key can be 
generated 
Expected Output It will allow to compute 
key 
Actual Output It will show created 
Sender enter a values of p and q as prime numbers 
so the result is valid public key will be generated  
 
Test case for valid key generation 
Test case 5 Valid image 
conversion 
Description By giving valid input 
image 
Expected Output It will allow to convert 
image 
Actual Output It will show binary data 
The sender will give input image and convert the 
image in to binary format so the output is the image 
will be shown in binary format.  
VI. CONCLUSION 
In recent years, to enhance file location efficiency 
in P2P systems, interest-clustered super-peer 
networks and proximity- clustered super-peer 
networks have been proposed. Although both 
strategies improve the performance of P2P systems, 
few works cluster peers based on both peer interest 
and physical proximity simultaneously. Moreover, 
it is harder to realize it in structured P2P systems 
due to their strictly defined topologies, although 
they have high efficiency of file location than 
unstructured P2Ps. In this paper, we introduce a 
proximity-aware and interest-clustered P2P file 
sharing system based on a structured P2P. It groups 
peers based on both interest and proximity by 
taking advantage of a hierarchical structure of a 
structured P2P. PAIS uses an intelligent file 
replication algorithm that replicates a file 
frequently requested by physically close nodes near 
their physical location to enhance the file lookup 
efficiency. Finally, PAIS enhances the file 
searching efficiency among the proximity-close 
and commoninterest  nodes through a number of 
approaches. The trace-driven experimental results 
on PlanetLab demonstrate  the efficiency of PAIS 
in comparison with other P2P file sharing systems. 
It dramatically reduces the overhead and yields 
significant improvements in file location . 
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